Warranty Details

WeatherBeeta guarantees the WeatherBeeta turnout range of blankets for a period of three years against outer shell fabric waterproofness, breathability and faulty hardware (including workmanship).

- The warranty on a WeatherBeeta turnout blanket and its components is subject to use under normal conditions.
- This card should be retained by the purchaser, along with the original receipt as the retailer will require it should warranty work be required.
- Associated transport costs are the owner’s responsibility.

WeatherBeeta Turnout Blanket Warranty Terms and Conditions:

- The WeatherBeeta turnout warranty becomes effective from the date of purchase of your blanket.
- You must provide proof of purchase, the original purchase receipt and this warranty card.
- A repair or replacement under the WeatherBeeta turnout blanket warranty will not extend your WeatherBeeta guarantee period.
- The WeatherBeeta turnout blanket warranty is processed through WeatherBeeta blanket retailers.

What is covered under the WeatherBeeta warranty:

- WeatherBeeta guarantees the repair or replacement of your WeatherBeeta turnout blanket (or part thereof) at no cost, if found to have faulty materials or workmanship within 3 years of the date of purchase.
- WeatherBeeta guarantees the repair or replacement of your WeatherBeeta turnout blanket (or part thereof) at no cost, if found to have a fault in outer shell/fabric waterproofness or breathability of the outer fabric or faulty hardware or workmanship on the hardware.

What is not covered under the WeatherBeeta warranty:

- Damage caused by improperly laundering your WeatherBeeta blanket
- Normal wear and tear
- Normal damage, faults caused by negligent use, lack of care or neglect
- Use of the blanket for anything other than equestrian protective use outdoors
- Use of parts or accessories other than those produced or recommended for use with and in a WeatherBeeta blanket
- Repairs or alterations carried out by third parties not in accordance with WeatherBeeta recommendations
- The fit of the turnout blanket itself

What you need to do:
If you believe you have a claim under the WeatherBeeta warranty, you will need to:
1. Contact the retailer from whom you purchased your turnout blanket to discuss your concerns.
2. Take this card along with the original purchase receipt and the blanket to the retailer from whom you purchased the blanket (or your nearest WeatherBeeta retailer).
3. The retailer will assist in assessing whether your blanket has a defect covered under WeatherBeeta’s warranty.
4. The retailer will then liaise with WeatherBeeta in relation to the warranty claim (on your behalf).

WeatherBeeta USA
Phone: 877-927-4337
Email: warranty@weatherbeetausa.com
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3 Year Warranty on Waterproofness, Breathability & Hardware

Congratulations on the purchase of your new WeatherBeeta turnout blanket.

We are so confident you will love your WeatherBeeta blanket, we offer a warranty on all of our WeatherBeeta Turnout Range.

For more information, visit WeatherBeeta.com
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“Protecting your horse for over 35 years”